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When an aged clergyman was dying 

a man very eminent in the Church 
a young theological student stood by 

| his side, and the aged man looked up 
and said to him: **Can’t you give me 
some comfort in my dying hour?” 

““No," said the young man; *‘I can’t 
talk to you on this subject; you know 
all about it, and have known it so 
long.” “Well,” said the dying man, 
“Just to me promises, ’’ 

The young man thought a moment, and 
he came to this promise: **The blood of 
Jesus Christ cleanseth from all sin,” 
and the old man clapped his hands, and 
in his dying moment said: ““That’s just 
the promise I have been waiting for. 

“The blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth 
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I am determined, this morning, that no 
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Repent ye,’”* (1) The duty coms 
manded ; (2) The means pre-sup- 
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“Preaching the gospel of the king- 
dom.” (1) The preacher's theme; 
(2) The preacher's field; (8) The 
preacher’s power, 
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Come ye after me (19). 

| Come unto me,....I will give you rest 
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The events narrated in John 1: 19 to 
5:56 must certainly be placed during 
the interval between the temptation and 
the withdrawal into Galilee, The 
order is continuous and chronological; 
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by the other evangelists, he rarely, if 
ever, deviates from the correct order. 
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through Samaria) is not entirely clear. 
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Some remarkable photographs of 
pistol bullet in its flight, under the illu 
mination of an electric spark, have 
been secured by Professor E. Mach, of 
Prague, He has also photographed the 
alr streams which one may see over a 
Bunsen burner placed in sunshine; and 
has even obtained pictures of waves of 
sound, these latter being made visible 
by a method in which advantage i 
taken of the irregular refraction of light 
by the air set in vibration by sound.  


